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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 28, 1967

Beauty Care Is Big Item In
• jSeen & Heard
Calloway; Oyer $1,000,000
0 Around
MURRAY
(Special to the Ledger a limes)
NEW YORK, Feb 28 — Beauty
care gets ton priority among Calloway County's femaie populktion,
He was the kind of guy who come what may. In which regard
would hold up a package of Vice- they resemble their sisters every,. roya when the Lark TV truck where else in the country and are
VIP passed by.
quite normal
Spatting might have to be reWe wish somelimes that Sport had
a more serious nature
Went acme yesterday and Sport
came racing up Piet like it WaS a
bright sunny Spring day, when in
realty It Wart pouring rain and
he wag meted to the akin.
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Red Cross
Life Saying
Course is Set

Arrests Are
Made Monday
By Deputies

duced in some other dine dons if
the going gets rough. But elanirn
ate lipsticks, eye makeup, nail
pollee) and heir coloring! Perish
the thought,
-

The amount of money being
spent loce/ly for persona grooming has been rising year by year.
My fair lady is confronted with
a constant stream of new prockacts, each promising to make her
more glamorous than ever. She
finds them hard to resist
•

Several arrests were made yesterday by the Calloway County
Sheriff's office.
Billy 0. Carrell. Jerry Lynn
/vey, Jimmy Lee Hawkins and one
juiventle were arrested by Deputies Curt Willoughby and Hardie Kelso or. the BaJousburg Hill.
They were al in the same car
and ali are from Graves County.
Carrell. Ivey and Hawkins were
charged with carrying concealed
and deadly weapons Each of them
had a steak knife concealed on
their person with about a ax inch
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W. F. Foster, Prominent
Many Years Dies Today
Ceretr—aiSeizure Follows An
Operation In Baltimore Monday

William Forest Foster, president paign manager for the late Albert
and general manager of the Meet& W. Watley, in Bartley's successThe United Walesa Chamber of
CIodung Company at Mayfteld ** elltiatiphd nee with Jotin
Commerce and others have comCooper.
since 1942. died this morning at
plied figures to show how much
aditalion to several other pos.
7:45 at the Mercy Hospital, BaltiIs spent annually per family for
--at-tins of dcatn, he was a
more, Md., where he had been it
•Ms Wag se fined with Joy that he
overall total for
personal care.
blade
member of beards of approxipatient since January 14.
Route
Just had to throw out a paw to
Tommy White of Hazel
the country is now more than
Poster died following a cerebral mately 12 state and national ortorch us and we Molded Na
Two has been charged with breaklab biLlion.
hemorrhage suffered at six am. ganizations, including _member of
wallop orgy by employing great
ing and entering the Charlie Rose
Monday. He underwent abdominal board of state Chamber of ComA Senior Life Saving Course will
Oelloway County's share of this
footwork.
home on Hazel Route Two and
surgery
January 17 and progressed merce, bcard of trustees Univerat
March
be conducted during
outlay is estimated at $1,100,000
taking several antiques In the afuntil complications sity of Kentucky and board of
satisfactorily
to
Included in the figure is the
As w• Wet he thought It would be the University Pool, according
Theciogical
Lexington
fidavit, signed by Mrs. Bertha
week of January trustees.
the
during
arose
• good idea to run along side Ronald llaCtage. Red Cross Water amount that the men in the famRome, the said that the found the
Seminary.
revealexarninatioa
and
Mrs
Mr
28-29.
Ray
Further
T
Broach
reis ily spend for haircuts, shaving
the car This VIA • dangerous Safety Oltalmnati. This course
in the Hubert Cole Antique
He was the 1906 reent of an
cently attended the Mid-Winter It
ed Foster had developed peritoncoopera- arglefileis, toiletries arid the like
procedure we knew , so we Millired being made meatball* lb
Shtip on US 841 south and Mr.
Sales
of
itis and the cerebral seieure fol- Horatio Aker award in New York
the
Convention
Kentucky
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State
much
more
a
111101fff
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tion
heefinte
blassif
had
r on the rex Demirel if we dMs't
lowed Monday preceding his death City He was prominent In many
Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Cole told her that 'he
IP have to go about 50 to get away and Dr. Mud Stewart of the Important factor, as consumers of
White, the
Company in Louisville where Mr chased the items from
W. F. Foster as he appeared re today, *acceding to information businesses in Mayfield, and an
Fears
Dstartonolt•
um&
such products. he
from him He accelerated shoat Phraya
First Christian
affidavit Indicated
the
elder of
November 1965 as Citaather of from the ~WM Messenger.
March 11, Manufacturers haw been promot- Brooch was honored and awarded
the aim ante we did. Ha
Fen Claims will be held on
Sunday night randins broke In- (es/rumen, dinner speaker bare.
killed one of Ken- Chun3h, Mayfield.
a
trophy
of
as
?requester
the
"1988
Agent
0410'
waters,
ing
• hensigge
allot
31. M. al al. and at. Irina
prelin Sant,
Survivors are his wife, the forto Kirtsey School and ruisacked
hadustrialista,
Year in District I".
_ twines
Vat inn
averted saninctiair *de and other
window was
of -Dublin, Gni
civic and pokiest leaden, Mr. Pin- mer kitty 7iaiw
Broach, and four other agents the building A beck
Serra that were elele considered
admittance Three
The Federal government has rulIn Kentucky. were chosen by a broken to gain
ter was born In a kil Cilibin on his son. Charles S Foster at hone,
Quelifications are that an ened that an embezzler can reprised rolee must be 14 years of age or Mboo As a ragalt, mks to men special committee as the outstand- other windows were broken and
father's IS acre awn soutisamt of one sister, Mrs. Gregory Bruce,
Apparenthave been going up by leaps and
his "take" over ft five- year period.
ing representatives in each of the building nsnisoked.
Mayfield on Aurae 1, 1156, the Bettando. Md., and four nephews.
• junior in high school Graduates bounds
socording
naming
thus reducing the tax obligation, will attain Senior Life Saving
Funeral arrangements are Intheir districts during 1968 They' ly nothing was
son of Charles and Ellen Bennett
principal.
Waleice. acting
from a iurnp aurn taxable In one Badge upon completion of the
onmplete, but the body is WWI,
Foster
Just how much a lentily spends were chosen on the basis of four to Jerry
apwere opened in an
year.
He finished grade school near returned to the Byrn Funeral
count" Three interested should on personal grooming depends. in guaithcations. Prockiction in all' Drawers
The following artiole appeared in
6
for money.
his home and kilter attended Home, Mayfield.
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„Issue
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In alter words if a fellow eimThe Paul Jones Grocery was althe Health Building or call die breakdowns &low that. farralles all lines, service to whey holders
Muskogee Daily Phoenix. Mulloo- Dreaighon's Business College, Paduboosted 160.000, he nada oak Red Cross Chapter Office. 753so entered and less than two dolcah. In 1916 Mr. Poster gained
with incomes under 14.000 spend and over-aids-rood attitude
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to report 110,000 • year ter fag
Clothing
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Murray and Mrs. Keith Pace of Brisendine, ieneral manager
days and efforts are unand Mows • cooperative attitude structors are needed. according to
and $16.000. the *serape is 1.7 per- with the Kennett! Penn Bureau several
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Jonas. Jr son of Mr and Mrs ,Under his direction the plant rose
open
The saly Federal budget to !COW mation, or to volunteer their gerIt is for perm:mei care, based en agencies in the state Not only mashed
Clarence Q Jones, Sr.. 501 North to its present position as one
• surplus in recent years was in ICES
these findings It amounts to $1113 has his production been growing,
44th Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma. the nation's leading men's clothing
IMO when President Etsenhovrer
but he has maintained a satiffictper local fondly
who is &instant for production manufacturing firms. employing
Janice Josephine Sims of 302
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Hazel Route One
with the First Infantry Division,
WIthin the last three years, beThe woman was taken to the
Final rites for Mrs Robert Owen
Brach was also presented a re- terday at 6.40 pm at the Mur- US Army. Vietnam. in 1006-66. victories was serving as state cam(Casittriond On Page Tarsal
emergency room of the Murrayof 300 ffsri Street are being held cause of higher prices end beShe
oognetion certglaste of completion ray-Calloway County Hospital.
"He was assigned to AMC In
Calloway County Hospital, but was
today at two pm at the chapel cause better incomes have made It
of the Business Insurance anal was 84 years of age and her death October 1966 upon return to the
sent to the clinic for further treatof the J H Churchill Funeral possible for wcxnen to spend more
Estate Planning Seminar held In foliowed an extended illness She states from Southeast Asia The
ment
Home with Dr. H. C. Chiles and Money for cosmetics and other
Jackson. Missisaigiod in January.
was a member of the North Port Main Battle Tank. planned for
Chief of Police Went Manning
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Murgraduate
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Women who did not have the
Malone of Houston,- Texas; one operates with a $21 4 billion inThree was claimed by death Mont Street.
The weekly story hour will be
Pap Smear test for cancer of the band, Ftchert Owen of 300 Min
den son, Frank HoDey of Paris, ventory and an annual expenditTwo minutes earner at 114 pm.
day at 11 30 am. at the Murrayuterus In the two previous climes Street, two sons. Leonard and Ci held Wednesday, March 1, from
two sisters, Mrs Lloyd ure of $14.1 billion
Tenn
occurCalloway County Hospital follow- another two car accident
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Member. of Dr Ethel Miller's
and
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ty Medical Aarociation and the thers, five grentichildren, and one
Walker of Granite City,
rean War; service in Germany
Paducah, driving a IMO Chevrolet
Veiny Churth of Christ.
Ctilidren's Literature class at Mur-- —
MurrLy Woman's Mar may make great sperrichild
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a date for the test
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Wednesday
tellers
story
Kirteey School held its Pinewood step grandchildren.
The clink will be held each
York He Also holds the Anny
Home Is in charge ot the arsouth on South 12th Street,
going
with
Christ
of
Church
Coldwater
Derby at the school on Saturday
Tuesday night from 7 to 8 For
Funeral services wilt be held Commendation Medal"
',mementa.
Children of all ages are invited evening with Bitty Dale Smith
Bun Henry Hargis and Bro. Leon making a left turn into the drivean eppointment oral 113-6846, betwo p.m at the
at
Wednesday
Apartments
to attend.
Lyles officiating Burial aid be in way at the. Embaasy
winning the troghy for the first chapel of the .1. H. Churchill Funginning Wednesday on Monday.
when his oar was struck in the
the Coldwater Cemetery
Tuesday, Thuradey, Friday from
Norman
Mrs Margaret Trevslhan, Lib- In speed and Daryl Cain winning eral Borne with Rev
Ford two door
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of the hours at
Rev Bay Sullivan of
Larry Robinson. of Aliso Route One and driven by
Ralph Sager
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Thorn, and Gary Wilton Johnaon of Benton
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will nuke reservations for each of
first:
Larry
Tuckeir.
Keith
Smith,
be
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, and
Serving as pallbearers will
Route One. according to Sid, BarSmith
Jirn
Jerry
the nights The testa will be made
second.
third.
Tucker.
Thursday, and from eight a m to
her nephews, Alfred Hourton, Thoney Weeks and Patrolman
the
his
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by
survived
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is
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The
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No
The winners for Den
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at
of
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Bean
Turner
the
Erne
Mra
at
wife,
meeker
guest
were Billy Dale Smith. first: Bob Walker. Troy Walker, and Gerald
Center
Lorraine Gadd
At 3'35 p m
ship Tukan, amply yeesel for Murray Route Three: his mother,
This free taut may aye the hie the Hamel Elementary School ParHargrove. second; Pahl Ross Jones. Waiter.
North Atlantic trawler fleets, cap- Mrs Susie Bailey Bean of M.ur- Maggard. 502 Beale Street, drivMonheld
of someone In the Mut clink held ent-Teacher Assidation
third
Friendthe
In
be
will
Interment
Pontiac four door, was
Judges were 2, B Russell, Clay ship Cemetery with the arrange- sized in sewing sees and sank off ray Route One; two daughters, ing a 1904
here, four young mothers were day. February 27. at seven pin. at
at the curb in front of
Darnekl, and Cnnton Buishett. ments by the .1 H. Churchill Denmark , today with heavy loss Mrs. Curtis Brooke of Farming- parted
found to have cancer in it. early (tie school
ton Route One and Mrs. Hulon Bt. Leo's Caren& Chunth en
The meeker. president of the
Cherie Smith is the Oub Master. Funeral Home where friends may of Me among its crew of 79
MOM Opertitions Made than well
The Danteti air-sea resell, cen- Binger of Chicago,
; four sons, North inth Street. *Anal to DWI
?inn District PTA. from Mayfield
Refreshments of punch . and call
ter lit Aarhus said 45 bodies bad Agnes and Linty Bean of Murray' out Into the street and bit the
discumed the objectives and the
cakes with "81" Imprinted on them
been pitted out of the icy water Route Three. William and 'Tru- 1968 Oldsmobile four door, driven
advantages of the PTA and the
Miss Andrea Kay Kemper of WO were served to the members af
and that seven were still mewing. man Bean of Chicago. Iii.; three by Herman Lovins of Alamo Route
title, "Truth About PTA"
Cave Street arid Mies Vicki Lynn the Pack. parents, and visitors
There was netie hope that any sisters. Mrs Levi Ford of Murray One, in the right aide as it was
Rev. B. R Winchester, peace of ringing of South 18th Street were
of those would be found alive
By Felted Preis International
Route One, Mrs. -010y11 3114.1CIIM going south on North 12th Street,
the Hazel Bosnia Church, gave reported to have been disinlased
Another Russian realer Identi- of Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs. egoording to Sgt. Weeks and Patthe devotion on 'Truth'
from the Murray-Calioway Counfied as the irilLs Lads, reported Clyde Beaman of Kirtsey: four roknan McDcsiga I who aim inGene Orr Meter, president. pre- ty hospital on Monday after they
West Kentucky — Fair with litpicking up 27 persons but it was brothers, Dempsey and Guy Bean vestigated the collision
tle change in temperatures this sided and the PTA voted to have both suffered concussions In a two
This morning at 12 11 Leon
The Murray Electric System will not immalistely known if all of of Lynn Grove, Trey arid Roy
NEW YORK Int -- Henry Luce.
afternoon and tonight Wednes- a variety slow at the school on car ancident on' Sunday at 455
day. fair and vernier. Mew this April 8 A barketban game with pan., according to the Murray 68. head of the Tene-Life-Fortune host the Murrav-Callowsy Coun- these were al)ve. It was summed Bean of Kirksey; 19 - grandchild- Hicks of Mayfield Route One,
driving a 1982 Oldanobile four
publishing empire. died esuly to- ty Builders Amor istkm at their they were survivors who had man- ren, eight great grandchildren.
afternoon mostly in the 40e Winds Akno at Mem is aoheduled for Police and hospital personnel
The body will be at the Max H. door sedan owned be Ray Motors,
day at • hospital in Phoenix, ArtS., meeting on March 8 at 6:30 at the aged to get into boats,
northerly 8-14 miles per hour. March 18
The 2.500-ton Tukan flashed a Churchill Funeral Home where 504 South 8th Street. was gothic
The collision occurred at Story it was announced here
Holiday Inn,
Elected to the nominating comLows toneen 36-32. Highs WedA apokearnan mid Luce bessune
nesday mostly in the 50s. Thurs- mittee were Mrs Hoyt McClure, Avenue and Meadowlene when
The nroirram will be given by distrese signal from a position 18 friends may call until the funeral north on North 4th Street, lost
control of the car, and hit a tight
Say outlook — Incresaing °lowl- Mrs Gene Orr Miller. and Dr. Miss Kemper, going west on Story tll suddenly Monday at his win- TVA personnel. The Gold Medal- miles northwest of the Hanattrian hour.
pole about 100 feet north of Pine
Avenue, failed to stop for the ter home in Phoenix and entered non program will be exrplained and lighthouse on the northwest coast
.1 B. Dover.
iness and mild.
NOW YOU KNOW
Street. accenting to Patrolmen AlAnnouncement was made of the stop sign at Meadowlane and her the hospital in the afternoon He kvfonration will be given on /Wit- of Jutland The signal was rut
vin Farris and Joe Pat WitherKentucty lake: 7 am. 964 7. up PTA Spring Conference to be held car was hit in the right aide by died In his deep shout 3 am tier and wiring of homes and COM- abruptly and coastal radio stations
In Dereneut and Sweden heard
by United Press International
spoon.
Inerelal buildings.
the car driven by Miss Kingins go- PEIT
at Paducah on March 22
02. below darn 300.2, tip 0.5
A barn owl can see a motionA dianuadon will be held feel- nothing further.
One person was arrested for
His wife, Mrs Clare goothe
A social hour was held with re- ing south on Meadowlane, accordBarkley Lake • 364 1, no change;
The station at Goteborg in leas mouse six feet away in light public ckunkennems during the
treatments being served by Mrs. ing to the Police report filed by Lure, former tunbainador to Italy, )owing the regular Program. Clyde
below- darn 3173. up 0 6.
Ildwin Robinson's home room mo- Bet Barney Weeks and Patrol- was in Phoenix with /din when Jehnson is president of the Mail Sweden, odd the 'Mikan reported more than 100 times dimmer that neat twenty-four hour,. according
Sunrise tr 24, sunset 5:51,
It was casting.
starlight.
man Bill McDougal.
builders group.
to the Police recants.
he fell 01.
thers.
Moon rises 10:57 pm.
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day in 17V7
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.
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stop to carry pole ambers to training is an automobile repair mobs 1111MINMed Ws•Sim main, sort of made a pact that we would
seth Dean Vat Lew* bees
she turns over her entire pareback
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NATCHEZ, &Ass. - Sheriff Odell Anders, asserting his California, armed
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at San Preen Mop to born a nate trails?
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"The Bell System Leonard Bernstein 00ncert FilmsA Teacher's Classroom Guide," the booklet contains
Information to help the teacher use the films 88 effectivity as possible.

newnlin
Included In the booklet is teaching material re-
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lated to the following films: "What Is &nista Form,"
"Young Performers-1965", "a Tribute to Sibelius",

MEMPITIII and ST. Lawn
To and From
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Merrrai. Kenton and Hazel
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things on the bottom of the groFannie Borders, 204 North Main
cery shelf. You have to get way
Street, Murray; baby girl Byessee,
back to see anything through the
Benton; Rule Butteen, Route 1,
(Continued From Page One)
top part and this is usually too
V115101'4 Hours: 2:30 p.m. to Dexter; Gary Lane Jenkins, White
away to see anything, and to 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 pm. 'to 8:30 Hall, MSU, Murray; R. B. Beane,
billion; and 1067 (estimated Re 7 far
look through the bottom part you p.m. Visitors are urged to strictly Route 3, Murray.
•billion. 1966 deficit is estimated at
have to bend your neck way back. observe these visiting hours and
Deunissals, February 26, 1967
eel billion(
The Tower the shelf the further when they do visit to make their
John Johroen, Route 3, Murback you bend your head.
stays brief, Patients must have ray; Master Jeffery Whayne DowYeah, we said billion not million.
quiet in Ver. to get well and ny, 625 Bread Street, Murray;
A billion is a. thousand million A
You may as well forget what Is doctors and nurses must have the Mrs. Sandra- Ray iyid baby girl,
thousand mill* is a lot of any- on
the bottcen shelf and just ask time to administer proper treat- Route 1, BushaneX yenn.; Miss
thing.
somebody where in the heck the metit in privacy
Farmington:
Rita Dowdy, R214
rnuetard is.
Floyd
Haks„111114te
3, Murray;
have never figured
Census - Adults
103
Mrs. Caro/
.:grove, Route 1,
out, which,
,fwik, diskke most, a If you are patient in
one moment
Census - Nursery
9
Murray; Airs.' Dole Jones, 400
cake of soap thit'ia akncet gone
of anger. you will escape a hundAdmimions, February 16, 1967
South 6th Street, Murray;_ Mark
si or a cake of SNIP that is brand
red days of sorrow .
. Chinese
Mn.. Gladys Williams and baby Youngblood. Route 1, Alino; Joe
new. The one that is ahnost gone
girl. Route 6, Murray; baby boy Pat Ward, 712 North 8th Street,
proverb.
is pretty dippery and you have
Puckett, Dexter; Baby boy Bar- Murray; Mrs. Kackie Ann Mortrouble hokling on to it and the
..ron, 4615 Hamilten, Murray.. lira -ria-Raute-1,
-War,
. oat* -la --ing -*Fri -eitmssy Three strailgtrIllilk-iII the- InaCleneta Higgins, ROute 1, Murray:. Janes, -Route A, Murray; Hershel
-that it seems' too big.
yard tliii- Morning:'Malt thing erthur Wilkinson, 913 Waldrop
Shelton, Route 1, Hazel; Mrs.
we could mime to ,,11 its. Cowbird. Drive,
Murray; Mrs. Ina Mae Maxis Harmon. Route 5. Murray.
We ars so cloae with a niokle that I We don't really think they were
(AIM, Route 2, Kirksey;'Mrs. Piowe will keep using a cake of soap Cowbirds but 'se would' have to
ma Norman, Route 6, Benton; Mrs.
MANILA .TPt, - Hsu Sheng San
until it practically disappears Into settle for that We know they
Zilpha Cook, Hazel; Mrs. Sammie of Natioalist China Sunday won the
thin air.
were not Starlings.
Lawson, Westview Nursing Home $39.000 Manila Open golf tournaMurray; Mrs. Mettle Miller, Box ment.
We have • key that somebody If you didn't know a Cowbird 166, Hazel; Mrs Christine Downs,
INZELL, Germany CPC - Holgave us sometime ago which you does not /did a nest. He just us- Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Gladys
can use with a toothpaste tube es some other bird's nest, lays Williamson, Route 6, Murray; Hal land's Cees Verkert Sunday set
You dip the key over the end of its eggs, and goes on off to let K. Kingins, Route 1, Murray; Mies world records in the 1500 and 5,000
the tube and brother you get your the other bird hatch the young Vicki Kingins, Route 1, Murray; meter speed skating events.
moneys worth out of the tube. It and raise them Some birds foil Miss Andrea Kemper, 600 Olive,
squeezes every bat bit ,o( Crest die Cowbird by building another Murray; Mrs. Leee Pennell, 215
out cif the tube
neat on trip of the Cowbird eggs North 13th Street, Murray; Mrs,
and 'tarts all -over again SomeA person dose not realise how times the Cevabird cornea back times the C7owbiria will push the
• fortunate he is not to have to and Jaye its eggs again and the other- eggs out of the nest to
wear gleisaht until he has to get processIs repeated. This reales In make room for its eggs. Reminds
bifocals and start looking for a four or five story nest. Some- you of scene people.
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The Kentucky Society for Crippled Children. the Easter Seal Society, hes eteered in providing
semen. bar children crippied by
many COUSOS.

AND
rosi

PHILADELPHIA
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The Kentucky Society-fee asipplea Children owns and VereteC
seven Easter Seal facilities as a part
of its programs of providing need- .
for
physically
handicaped services
ped children.
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Since the first Easter Seals were
Introduced in 1934, millions of dollars have been tranelated into researeh and rehabilitation in crippling Some 250.000 deehled persons
benefit annually .frcen Easter_ Seal
programs at treatment centers. preackkoca dames, workshops, pimps,
Sod itinerant and mobile therapy.
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1111
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Crippling diaordere prevent al-,
moat one in six Americana from
is termed a "ndrinat,
at
lie, the !hat Seal Society reports.

ANTI-CRIME WAVE-Map locates areas where a "flying squad" of investigative experts
from five federal agencies is probing into organized crime. At least 15 Cosa Nostra
"families" are among the targets The squid is directed from the Justice Department.

The Kentucky Society for Crippled Cluldren is one of more then
1,403 state and local Easter Seal
soolotin now WorMow a Withr
ce110114 poroons every year,
lompot number on the caseload
lefkla any notionot voluntary heal..MOW suPport for the
Prqpnwo comes from the
SIP
Maar Seri-earipaggn

MICHAEL
The Kentucky Society for Crippled Chikiren provided mentance
to 4.181 Kentucky "outwears last
year. The ~kid prcerewa of service's included hosplailimilion. resident and clay aseisstm. cisseisli swim
programs, heseigg esel aplomb the:80es, phyolont awe oosopitional
therm:tea end %mobil IIIINNIMati opportueiblet-

Crippling is robbung the region of
a vitee resource of talents, says ti.
Faster Seal SoMety. Monty Bakal
physical theabilstèea an be overcane by apeemetate treatment.
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Developing methods to identify
children with mineral bruin durnei
Is a major research project of
Fester Seal Society
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$29oo
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FREEZER

$18900
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PHILC'0
RIG SCREEN
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TV
•
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$30oo
PHILCO

CONSOLE
STEREO & RADIO
SAVE

PHILCO

PHILCO-FORD

cave!cave!cave!Outing

Bonusbays

CLOTHES

DRYER

Appliance

119oo

SAVE with our usual
LOW,LOW PRICES

AIR
CONDITIONERS

THEN...get EXTRA
$$$ OFF with this
BONUS COUPON!

5,000 BTU

tn's
PHILCO
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TABLE
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RADIOS

Moo

Is",

PORTABLE

Appliance Bonus Days

ELECTRIC

COUPON
-, This coupon entitles you to a special factory
"Bonus Days Certificate" worth up to $20.00,
..--:.---)__ redeemable at any participating "Bonus Days"
l dealer. Must be redeemed no later than March 16,1967
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E

2.0%off

an

MEL MAC

ALL MFTAI

45-Pc. Set of

IRONING
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Tat
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DINNERWARE
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SPECIAL
PRICES

TABLE
$499

$7000

Save

F°
WRINGERWASHERS

Save

4000

I ONLY - 8.6 CC. FT. _ PHILCO

JACK NICKLAUS

WASHER-DRYER COMB'\

Save $10000
1 ONLY.

ptin(0

Mole! 64 89P

PHILCO COLOR TV

Save $10000
Model
CHEST FREEZER
$220°°
2 ONLY, PHILCO - 1 Coppertone, 1 White

DON'T PRESENT THIS COUPON until after
you've agreed on the model and price!
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PHILCaYCZ03;9151,E TV

I ONLY, PHILCO - Model CE730

$99oo
$6000

led

NO
TRADE
NECESSARN
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PHILCO FROST FREE - SAVE $100.00!

REFRIGERATOR GOLF BALLS Refrigerator-Freezer

$13900 3i$133
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30" TILTOP RANGE
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TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 28, 1967

Personals
Mr. and Mrs. /many Kdao01
Lynn Grove ItauU One are the
went, or a .00. John Robert.
weighing jour poinsds six camp*
born M.ondloy, January 33, at seven
pm. at
the
aharren-Oldiowen
0ounty Flospitel. The belly am
orikr able to be taken bome
tne parents an Ogrurcky, February
Drannparenis are Mr. and M.

Mrs. Brent Outland
Opens Home For
Phebian Class Meet

•

Social
- Calendar

The Pledge Itionej Saban
-OldsthI/bit nepilln Omni
Temilay. February U
met in Me besitellial rim amee
Tbe Kletagy Useaseitatin &shoot
et" WU. 111141114-04Mand
Warn Priati-TsdaherTAyin
land, Drive Usseber, rebrirlbrY
hod itti regular airmentg,
at tbe
at aswerntlitier Weleat ia Me men- school at 1:30 pm, UM Junes
log tar the areallar dem Illneetni. Inciter hag planned a special
Itra. Outiagd lailinamal -Pounciers Day promo.
M01ataa Trevallma nab Ilen0 a
• ••
earl, stirring and inneatiltut demitginaseay, Irearusty
kni Went cist willingis of Kann
Tbe First Baptist Churcei WWI
atm Marsnal dong with reflect- WW ban. • massion study at tne
MU at her bin iskanial wart daunI from seven to rine pm.
With the youth of the church
directed try Mrs. Elam F Coot
...
Mka Trevatilan
ine daughter
elf Ur. and Mi. Ben Tinnathan.- The Deems Cab d Mums
the latter being a member of tne Sate UnivernerwiMmei
4
Medan Claes.
!Room One at We Student Milne
antiding at '130 p.m. The proA diset -Neath The Old Olive
=
ed
L
be a cosmetic demonTrees' was swig by Miss. Bugh
Noffurger
and
aka
11111111ma
•••
Adams accomponied by Um Minh
and Jars. James Baran and
Thawed RA ille IMAM
Is year 'old stal. Ronde. will

• •
By

Olin
Musical Program Is Wadli *4°
'CalOrme
Mr. and
Mr4grandpernabans
Presented At Meet ea"R're Mr and Mrs- Ray and
et Departtnent I on.
Lee*.
Rcale114.
Mrs. Mrs.
Heide
Oran.
and Mr. and
_Email _KAM,
•• •

The Seas Degesenneer at
laurray Woman's Club MN its
repaid dattrag llattriday,
nary
at seren-Sharty
in the evening at One W0101113S
Club Rouse
Mra. Jahn linan. proems ahairman. welcomed the Mac Deneenment Mann, mho under the direction al Mrs. erMieen Paster
lamented a delighted program of
folk songs and special numbers
lbs. Donald Clemens was Me sethRIP110111 se the Plano.
Tie elmlug amp "Cin A Cigar
alie-.2-si--nania-Wieta I Am GOIllnadow al Tour 8111111M"
Loa 7.n Um toner, "NUB
M," and "CoMpso War.
0t the
ensumed of
wt Balm lets 0 B. Boone. Jr
and Dnia.
RA, Meg "Toora"1kOdatA.
Loonaddinir

Mrs. Inman Barrow is now Irvin Leesville, in.. while her
bhusband is stationed at Fort Pod,
La., nearby. Mrs. Barrow is the
former Loretta Jena, foster daughter of Mr and Mrs. Jack Hopkins of Idurniy Route Two,
•••

BOY AND GIRL cut-outs frean "Fete" wallpaper panel. are
used on ground of polka dot paper to dress up closet door".

Expert Urges
Judo For Women
- Watch
ratable, °aid.
It, Pop Now there's • rumor circubittng that your wife win be
mare feemnine I she knows judo.
That's the Magary of Kea° Initials. who is Me top-tenting feIrak judo expert in the world
Miss !Linda 53, is a tiny Iranian who ma Meow bodies with
the neet, at arm
"Jura is a study of the tnind
and bony balance. It %arias you
to be a lute lady." the mid. Ulm
?Mu& bolds a. black ben leiglith
degree in Judo proncieugy. She
Is an a tour of the United dates
from her native Japan to help
organue women's Judo
Magne50.
Niglio. the mintamet 'you
ieet1•11 Mit wiln when you have,
not wilt what yes wood /de to
have. Through Judo you. stani peace
of marl, lesinung to accept things
end people as they are
And that, she says - as the
Dips a atudent over her bent makes the women min. :minim.

nonored at
The eraire gram Jollied al aw'
ing a collection of snags led by Eztaey School
Mrs. Dewey Latimann, Jr.. foi- farculy's home
were deetroyed
awed by
prayer.

JOAN O'SULLIVAN
lari'ALI.PAPER works wonTV ders. It can conceal pour
plaster, brighten a drab area.
expend small quarter', make
a bind at a roam seem cozy
end intimate. There's no end
to the effects poesible if you
apply wallpaper imaginatively,
Mvestively and ingeniously.
That's just what decorator
lletty Willis,
dlii.ln
boy's room. Instead of using
• single paper, she decorated
'With a series of wallpaper
pude a matching dado and
a companion polka dot paper.
%Id results, which are pictured
here, are eye-appealing and
decidedly original.
.112eititeettirel Interest
The dada was cleverly used
to lend architectural interest
to the room. For example, it
frames a pair of doors--one
leading into a hallway, the
other the door of a closet
that's noteworthy because its
exterior has been equipped
with racks for magazines. This
it a great idea fee ravine with
limited storage space.
On an opposite wall (not

a. Mower at the
Dr. IlMet. Mier. accompanied
at 1136 pm The by lens. Cleenens read the pieta,
and fed contents
Iliestae" The program was
by fire on Moo- concluded sixth a nov city masher,
"1111011120min,e". a Canadian lide
•• •
The aims Meowed plane lee
snag.
manay gifts to MU* al
W.'
y, Mane 1
110 Jack Bailey, cinnamen, prethe mai pregrams of Ma Mimi
The Mass al Ine Oelts Country sided, at the bunnies sande and
alisadang 0. A. Camp. Me dalrelli Club will heist their tad bond
made lap announcements flan the
youth censer quarters, ear. hem day luncheon et dm new seams
ellenidlea‘_"biard assetitil
thew km* arterial 41111111eledettad d the eh* at nose. Mate re-vide served to the
4. enninatnec Mae aellndlnalL_Jar
- by-haeaday
-NM all atPIM and
Ibis purpose
inch Matte Roge.-s 763- nap or tractive Mitimmil
awsred
753-3746.
sea a beam burble
mid
.At the cLa- e or the meeting, Margaret Greemielci
...
aimed Ili • large Mind el
delighted refrainment& al Caorge
The Mace of the Marnati
Oilles ma Awed
pm I__
Washington cherry tans and cofChapel Methodist Church Ma
wallas agape( mew seefee sere alit•ect.
•••
Wore it. fan boot study sesslan 061.
Those ereaMii were 14selemes an James and I Perm at the
Kostaines WOW MR.
DaAmble Illinsnons, clam teaebar, church at "even pm.
ran. Mrs Vernon
Jr..
•••
BM Adams, Bartley Colc,
dra Robert Halm, Mrs. Weoclifin
Bede& Thomas Bolidaddli:DeThird and find Tawny Med Hotecas, and him Doneid CrawA Tuba
imp Iaing*Laa, Jr.. Ringsh Tea- Fellientle at FE% Prod/laden ford
*Mae higgl 'Mod, plans to OM
anster. 110s et1 Thurman. James Obunik
•••
lte Minors a abeam betereen ash•• •
Wird. /6101h Jones, Neiman
aid cmumuzuty mends or
aims Hainnum, An Lae, and
March
I
Thimillay.
mospendent academic walk.,
IMO nortainger by Um noneseas
The Oddest Dead-mem ot Ine
Maud Hall Schott, an IMilmoNM: 011iamit. Mr.Phnisp
Mismay Women. Club will mast
Pe-slelliwted high acnooi, win pin
Mrs. Trenattian. Mrs. JON at Use dub bode at 1 30 pm_
the system to effect in lbe
Pat Warn and Mrs Robert Mee. Rommel wila be Meedemee RobWeal
Woodmen Grove 126 met Thurs,-rt Bandon Reber. Sherwin, .1
"In both she academie project
DOORill'AT FRAMES a picture. It. a tree-of-life motif
.erty and diat
bluntly. M. 0 Wrattier, and day February 30, sit seven-ti
oe eammuniey Berme
fri n wallpaper panels that are used to decorate bedroom.
in the evening at the an adolescent
Cede*
-enmpbrey Key.
can assume reenac•• •
Woodmen Red Third arid Mains
ting. normally reserved only
Una.Ui al the ram Clarsetaan Strada
far lannte." espkined the heedMr- Robbie Paschall. president,
'hurch CWF la seneduled to meet
amain. Rabin B. Moore.
presided The regular routine of
• ai Mrs Illay Winded at
Tbe conanuraty service wadi
,
United Press latereatiand
In
business wadi ocirsbaded
would Incksile such things as 01•• •
A new super suction vacuum for
During die social hour retrain
west with agencies, hosautos pads into the car alpante
meats of codes and cake were
S•usitday. llama 4
pita& and disacivanteged or
nn- lighter fee on- the- spot oleanini•
Ohepter 111 Cit dm P. Z. 0. las- served by Ube Kathleen Patter- dseprepinged children neeckra
'
WI Ile miniaturized high-speed mot.
, rnaud w
hold a luncheon seed- ed., Mrs Clarinet Horton. and 0111PL
outdistances most home vacuums
Mrs.
Cala
Oimilfcrd.
a. nos in ths name al Mrs.
lie manufacturer reports.
Those present were Mesdames
-on 1Linielttrels,
Gladys Hale Mary Louise Baker.
United Prins International
Callus Clanton. °emu Hamlett
inardier odes hid their Maim It you are anything except and the shape of the dine - for
Kale Overcast. Jo Leslie, Louring
linisilitilaillaintellealliagr '
er
Medd. Henke Patter, Robbie Pee- Munette, try Mora Your eV% with as long as you wear Mimi Pleading. Loretta Jobs, /Jenne
charcoal or with Mown. Underaid mere& they won't revel,
Ni4:ray
has
•
SUI-41(
ens, Miss Kathleen Patterson. and lining for day" should be nothing bey or bulge at the edges. Leather
bean re.s.ed from Lourdes WUhens Ruth Lamiter
more Man a dotted-on line be- Industries of America reparlo.
entrain'
PI
sa Fatima&
The Grove will haste a threat tween your lower huben. Keep AMY
•• •
meeting on Thursday, Matti S. 4104001012 ShOrt and stranibt, rugDon't be surprieed tibia Bummer
Mrs
lionundro
of
MwFL.roki
ATt;11
01 430 pm at the Wanian
.
n Club WA benne' exPerts at Ooty. Tau WSW bright morning if you spy
,VY
ray Route Ina has been a patient Inman with Mrs Balm, ars Hale steel It, tune to
REP AIRING
bury that just. a woman In nightclothes plungat the Western Baptist Hospital. ldra. Clanton. and MR
Peek Depetaisale,
OUSIN olt-Ine-basige on We Mile loalL
ing into a backyard pool. It's a
Paducah
•
Gearamead Serene
Oeunn a. lastasses.
whole new bit of fashion fun
• ••
•• •
Long or tion. tan looks soft thought up by Clarence A. Rom,
flions 713- ilea
Jahn Braikley of Hamel Route
and unoontrived. Yet verY
01 fkretichnit The designer thinks
lea Mum avert
Two was released last Friday from
The large bushy head is out. So today's woman Mould have clothes
Murray. fLorauss4
the Western Baptist Hospital, PaIs the little curl Ditto for stick- with more than one function. In
aseadeldilseasesellassessulalleast daemon
strught hair So says Kenneth. the fall he brought out funny
New Yoe* hear stynat. Re's for underwear - night clothes that
WASHEISOMON
CPT - Row the WINO head with bouncy /Ines fitted well into the spreinsin and
much is the extra income worth lays it kooks modern, graceful. discotheque picture. Ms new group
viten
al patterned fabrics in wild color.
e irtle also holds an out- tree,
•• •
madam dauble as unnerweer and
side laWt
It's worth more erten
In wren' style, newly developed stilmwear.
linens 15.11- Lt72
speeding. reports Finance Pada.
A •PLCIALT7
atimioyed-wtfe households spend
tradtionany leas for food and meare Have It- We Willi niet itII Cann Ele 11101
dhoti care, but more goes out lot
tobacco. clothing,
404 inrchol and
CHANNEL
base furrolings. equirment, and
rtcreation
houseboats
then la
where homeland adnins errand
Pinance recta. pultildled by the
National cormansr Friance Aeaob.i. took. note of the Ian
I Chet one In three, or about lb milMILUON DOLLAR MOVIE
! boa sive& earn a paycheck Half
sTERLO 141"Slf CON( FRY 1 tli 1:15
of all waiting wives earn about
TUISDAY, 10:30 P.M.
ans faunal 01tbe family's total
"Monkey On My Bock"
linguine

Pictured) the dado frames
windows
making draperies
unnecessary. Green felt shades
banded with white are the
only window dressing used.
Novel Application
The hallway outside the
room le tied into the sauna
effectively. One of the panels
Is centered opposite the room's
door to create the effect ne
painting within a frame. This
same idea could be used for
an alcove.
Indlvidiid.tIniire; from the
medallions in the Fete panels.
which are a contemporary
treatment of the tree of lie
theme by Phillip Yost. decorate closet doors.
Dotted Walls
The polka dot paper is used
throughout the room on walla
and on cloeet doors to glue
continuity.

The wallpaper-blue and
white with green accents sets the color scheme for the
zinnia. blue _carpeting.(teener
blue painted furniture, green
and white accessories.

School Schedules
Service. Projects
mak.
1.7't

Robbie Paschall Is
Presiding Officer
At Woodmen Meet

C. W

Stork welI C*

WALLEIr
maillORDERS outline bedroom closet door that
has been
y put to storage mai via addition of MM.

MICHAEL

What's New

CAINE
is

ALFIE

•• •
Fashionettes

sonals

Pleallee 44en MN.

LIM'S RCM

.
•"
°-%%%
r
211:
el10°1
• . • _

Wife's Paycheck
Goes For Extra
Duds. Gadgets

WALLIS DRUG
•

reascaurrioNs

1.7

*

THE

TO WATCH!

TODAY thru WEDNESDAY *

THE LIOUIOATOR GOES

FROM ONE NOT 8(001
INTRIGUE TO ANOTHER!

THE Lif/trilIDA.TOR'' N., ~war
COMING Tlit HS.

-it's the funniest

"IT'S A MAD.
MAD, MAD
MAD WORLD"

Aknost 40 pet cent a total con. signer spending atestimated to
' mane from homes where the wife
mints. Needy half the asigasysn
wines are in clerical jobs or are
tra; fac Lorne Over hal are between
311 and 54 years of age
More of an family 1nm-imp rope
tar food The publenstion says it
oat six per cent more In September NM than it did one year
earlier for the sainie martet baaket
d eats.
•••

What's New
A portable weeliend rotisserie
WW1 faith away and don* like. a
multome. 14 hes fold-n-10d allegs that can be used as
a handle for pushing, pulling or
hanging

Cameron

CORITIIT
JUNCTION
6 00 AM,

_
we're pricing tartaric:oil!Tau inulpuou th• seem
7
1110y. L.,
11W
Newport' at Juts a len
' Ile why settle ter a eillidet see?
tNOM a month nsore than you'd ( It you psy for a big ed. gel gati.41
rfq ter the most popular smaller 'lid us NOON, ., -'• - .

Diana
Foster

Mitchell

Z
ofIVI
sI

MONDAY Ttilt0U0.4 FRIDAY
manna
NMI
NOTNIAT
u GI"
SNOW
00 A.M.

44) P.M.
Sae
PartAw

e

Take Mary...neve up ts

1011 P.M.
Sob
idWortini

CHRYSLER'671
13114akir4

WEDNESDAY'S
sue tsoW

-

imniseass Deana

-4:00 PM,

CHR=14

is •

**Tennessee's Fortner"
(Cxxot)
116.4.9440

WLAC-TV

Taylor Motors inc.

TOVIP

TV
STATION

Murray, Ky.

303 South 4th Street
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1961 CHRYSLER, New Yorker PowIN MEMORY
steering, brakes, automatic. Phone
FEMALE HELP WANTED
In Mime memory at our bnather, prooday foremating Sat the oon702-2546 after 6.00 p. in.
1.25-P
INeema.n Williams, who passed array melon Will be approved by wen over
1960 DODOS, adoor, autanatill MED MOTOROLA T. V. WS gal EXPERIENCED WAITRESS want- November 29, lad
the required two-theca mielenny becheep
Phone
53-3-C
753-7753.
tramming:ton, power deertng and
Meters
ed at crice Apply at. K.entraticy Iske
fore the general aseellnialg meete Ii
brakes. Phema Refloat Orr 401-84197.
4-SPIRID Dodge Dart, orlit awn.
- Loam at Aurora Phone 4'74-211150. Kra. James Miller, Lynn Grove Portland, e., new Mao 11.
Wes. Harry E. hirdans, Murray
11-1-C
0964 ALL EfTATE, 200 CC Motor- er, 5.000 mile"- excellent condition
1/110 Alowever. Presbyter/pit officiate
eyole. Pn excellent endltien.Fir beide set eat. Oak 768-1401 atter HOTTSERCIEff Peffir ifseefreerMen=
are ware that the MOM otter net11-2-hIC day through Friday. °tie charl in
wile at $300.06. Cad Bon Winans at 5:00 p in.
Mahon may kave
lestritage.
M-4-NC TREAT hos right, tiagoll be a de- family. Write Sox 31 R
7.34147
53-9-P
The Tour some conneraletres Seel &boa the MAU* is Cigar Irma the
g amid Withai Lustre.
PLACA FOR SMabychikken. The
language of the lay periudicsis deNOTICE
Horner Key farm, south of Cross- Rent eleetric daropoorr el. Etait's
nouncine the conleadon so a "radi53-4-C
land will be sold March 3 at 10:00 Illankrare.
cal and revolutkaely" document
a IS.
M-3-C
EILEKVIROLUX SALES & Serape
FOR RENT
that threatens to "shimmer the very
Box 213, Murray, Ky,, C M Sand
Laer bright cag
adore . . . reera. Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, Ky
ooze them will Ms Lustre. Rent
large two-bedroom
March 10-0
*electric shampooer el. Hughes Paint egarterenta; carpeted. Individual
P.9111-0 heat and Mr-conditionlog. Purnished
Std..
HAVING WILL PUMP trouble?
dr unfurnished. 106 So. 12th tit
Then can Elroy Sykes Plumbing
By LOU2S CASSELS
753-7614.
KP-28-C
LARGE ANTIQUE Oak Veneer SecRepair Service, 312 Irvan phone 753.
United Press International
.bask. 6590, if no answer call 753-7397.
fidarY Yerriteh has been removed. 3.„Roced aragement, imams
Lt appears, from returns to date,
MID
P-28-C
ChB 753-4971
that the controversia/ new "confeslarge basemeek dna
sion" cd the United Presbyterian
erty lady predollide OS
10
5h11111 SALE!! $tare wkle stock pets. Oa& 11141.4111.
HUSBANDS, watch your wives - Church will be approved by a large
majority of the chinch's 196 Presradiation side Mud MOW Mock In
ALPIX Is coining to Murray soon.
byteries,
oder to remodel er•dre store Our
Help
Wanted
/Auk
Is your gain Must OM* buildrherYtelles are regional governing badge, emileaday a tUsy, metrog at once Dane me arid save
iinsi
COIIIR1111111 Credit CMS I AM NOT erisieeelble for any per- politan area or date. Any he
Osnraweo Piendline, LOS Aural ltd
ocriti debts exempt my own. allined. change in the denamitastain'a meP-211-C oily smite bigh wheel gnalgIngo
Street 750-16..
IIK-6-0 sititutem. or creeds must be ret
Outten 11-111 is clamor in anew SP-4 Jerry N. Illdridge.
merit No experience neceellary, but
by two-thinis of the Presbyteries.
ability to deal with people manila !
Ptah/audio aortal the admen'
At The Movies
Pull salary while training Many OW
are now ming le a dootiment width
*oyes benefit" pertiodic gessiedass
roadved perheikriery appease frost
and modem CAPRI THEATRE Box Office owes the milloael fortagang beefy. the
and Asian
Mo..,Conpersonal oohed. Call Mr. Pilger- daily at 1 00 p. in., Stereo
Sontral amtenley. at As meeting In
7S2-1412 for an appointment. cert from 1 00 p. in to 1:15 p. in,. Maim he nem.
M•1 -C Corelnuira Showtes hem 116 daily
is "Ilse Oarerseden of
TWO MOM
sissel idoeht111,1," lt le bileoded
101-yebrMb but old siddlid
LOST II FOUND
FOR

el

CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS
.

PAGE !WE

- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

SALE

Approval Is
Expected By
Churches

Imisdate=

of our faith,"
.
Loses
Downgrades Authority
Critcsb charge that the confession
dovtngandes the authority of the
BOSTON E - Oa:venter RusBible- The old WesUnInster Coates:deo held that God is "die author" sell G Stratton calmly placed his
of the afble, and that it must be severed left hand and carried it
accepted is "the word of Out" in In the leads of his apron to the
a demi sense
constructAon dace.
Masatt thperobabiy
011i
scriptures, given under the norosAtahdbeee
7
ortickeseie
w)
vithie
guidance of he Holy Stern are nev- erchsetta
u
Clenedi Hospital. dootertheteee written by menh coalitional by the language. tbMiltht
save the hand,
fOnns and hterury fashions oe Sue whith. wee otrt-dif as Stratton

Hands In Saw;
Is Sewed Back On

paces and times in which they were
vrrkten. They reflect views of We,
Matory and the cosmos wheel& were
then current The church, than*
fore. his an obligation to aggroacti
taw oneigitiakes vAene..u.terary
torkel unclerstaiding."
Saddler big bone of oonteedirm is
a section of the new contends:on
the
vAdon misers Mt "Clad
church to act" on social and politica problems, including kar employment, ediocaison. civil althea,
and forapi pokey.

•

•

alight tingling in his hand.
Surgeons declined to ptedict
how long it would be before Strutton was back hammering end
sawing, but the operation appeared to be momenta. 'The Makes
heeding the team were Ronald
E. Mat and V/illiam H. Harris,
the same two men who headed
the first successful reateratioti of
a limb in 1862.

.

.....

1
I

warted with a radial saw.
"Tor crying out had," fltratiret
tdd them. "You've got to sew it
The annual oonvention of the
back on. In my business I need
Kentucky Association of Future
both hands."
the is held in
irermers of_ Asnerica
A- teeit of surgeons ircrintrrarirsez- -weft
ries.Anst___
10 hare enough Friday evening
•

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
ldeunp
5-1.8elaas

9-Aeretweisled
12Oriewile
13 Poker stake
14 Suffix like
15 Faker in
mother
17 BabyloniOn
deity
1$'loll
19-Qoarrei
21 Muds
23-Crted Sway
27 Pronoun
25 Budd
29 Enemy
314Coni,...4/
344
Poe

"Vaw

early liaturday, but It woo a
risky operation, Sunday, however,
Stratton, 27, said he add fed a

and

cerium
ARA empimum
311141ma
Mlle
Sallember

42 *sem whoel
44 Prepeotiee
46 C.441141n,
48 Eng..
51 Drectie•

52-111eili War

PUZZLE

3-Seres river
g•Stueleat
emeler
5-Fact
&Printer's
onseasins
7 Devaiend
bored ono
9 °macre.
loan.. poems
11 Antlered
menenai
16 inks,
20-Conewew

22-Pewter's
RMAIRMIR
23-Ctan

24 Algonquian
Indian
254ilote atwsils
26 Female deer
30 Man's name
12-isnee's pea
name

Porwar.isradwilyrausie

7.0(ro
'-110
Sflel GCMGS
9130614 AGM Min al

ailela

'.1f4r1'11 r310 7EIBC
ROW44 DUR nnn
WM iri WUU an
OON DOM ULt.JUA
mon noo UMM1
033 91EVS0
ULIQOUg (4uM3OU
Of.7N nefit] "4112
DO9 FTInict
24
13-Trairactlai
36-Falsehood
37-Ciaasetyea•
40.Warn.'
43 he. al walla
45.Negatree
4 -140rre
41-Fashion

49-Was S 51511
50-Fealuate
54-Pronoun

.

545ge el maw
57 &WO'(collat.)

-

L.

5111-empen
6-1-Serniesi
nickel

' dlililAili
.wita ldagilii"
via=
ii
15
ell i.
age
.5e4I7.
gROMil
a
2-4 25

ilgilil
.gall Ai*

A... ...x.c.-

il ANI kill IliMiIII

IMO mat Iskia)
eines* statement of litembytertan
60-i=ere..
• doctrine.
LOWY: Two while face cows Mr
BOAT eutb62 Tin
tags No 9 and 870 Ca/I 753-2063 ALUMIN'JM
Armee/ Osaservattves
63 Ondr tem
53-2-C rd. Phone 7534880 atter 5p. in. TM°
&worts Meat Warta
64-Greet Lia•
fleestre of What It owe about the
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THE LEDGER & TIMRig - MURRAY, RaltTUCET

Weekend Sports

COLLLGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS

SWinrrtary*

By United Press Lotenwitisaal
East
BY united Pease international
NYtr- 80 1,1U 81
' Vermont 19 Middlebury 78
saanday
BALTIMORE 11111 - Dare pat- St. Francis Pa. 95 Fairfield
rick ran the hatf-ain in 1:46.1 at
South
the Sun Papers Ailnlbstern inset,
the fastest 890 amide, ever on an Georg•.a Tech 90 Miami Fla 84
Auburn 60 Kentucky 48
/".
ii-lapOwd track.
•
by LES Willa
Virginia 73 Clemson 71
AhORY1111 53 Tennessee 52
flostibo
Attention Rabbit Hunters: You'll be surprised, and pleasDAYTCYNA BEACH, M. MI - Mississippi St. 74 Vanderbilt 71
ed, to know that there is still a little time and one section
MAIM Arideeth, NSEIWIlth. Pa "Oa Mlasr•aippi 75 Georgia 67
open where you may hunt your favorite game.
the 8300,050 Daytona Beach 500 mei Western Ky 116 Austin Pray 76
Ky.°Wes. 110 Transylvania 59
Accordine to Mr. Frank Dibble. itentuckv Game Manage- race for stock cars.
ment Biologist, there are 900 acres still °nen to hunting on
•
Midwest
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources' TAMPA. Fla 11/9 - Istvan Guerin Mlebiaan St. 74 Ohio St 63
of Harigary won We Detie InternsGlite.elhebegammotai 76
West KentuckA%Manageletilt..Area-Thedaa.101211,Japan through t.`yofair tnls
Indiana eit elkelma se
March 15th inters must cheek in and out with Area ManEsimas St M Oldahows 71
surer. This area is located in McCracken County, behind the FOECT .I.A.LIDERnaug,-111a.41111-39 tomuld- Atomic Energy Plant
New York Yankee catcher lawn
mends 114 Minnemes 71
•
•
•
Howard signed his 1907 contract for Loyola IL 110 Ikaillag Green
is
An anolorv which gives us a rood deal of nleasure to 65.060. as than he received in
Southwest
make is sine hoe Arnett. During the few contacts we have 1966.
Texas Western 61 Anemia St. 51
tenrie with him he was voted as another of our real hunters,
PANAMA 111 - Bert Weaver won New ilex S: 83 W Tex St. 67
unlikely to be nbsessed with netty iealonsy. iniured
West
or selfishness It is a real treat to know for sure now-AFTER the 13th Panama Clam golf tourDenver 104 Regis 74
we scolded him last week, our faith in this gentleman was not
misnlaced.
Doc and rifle of his hounds DTI'l go to the Twin Lakes
Club on the night of the February 19th for the hunt. arcording to UM Meltemelee. Doe arrived early while the rest of na
were late. Doe to the unfavorable weather, he assumed the
hunt was called off After Waiting a while, arid no one else
showed un. he returned to Murray.
•
Mr Arnett. we are sere', everyone was late, and von
missed the hunt. RIFT --inst. the fact that von made the effort
to en. olesses us more than you will believe Our very best
thanks to roe sir Our Fineere anoinviee for "mean mnealainir"
von and tryine to enrvinee ourselves maybe we were off the
trail a deli when we said von are the type Imorteenan we need
more of • We're erteemelv °leased to annreince -the only
time in our life-We were Meta. and we were Ttrtit about You,
ifer
all the way! A were erwoi fPeinw wh•••',
nerson or hounds
justifies your faith in them. right Mr Bunter?
•
•
•
'Canners. attention' If at any time a Twin f nie..8 hunt
is hkely to he called off. we witl notify von Should there not
be a "Fins 101 Feathers" article for that day, we will run a
norlee eisei
- m he L46iFelif
lief-4mm
early PT FARE weft for us The bnnts start as near 7 om as
nossible If You don't see a cancellation notice, we'll be there.
Wait for us!
The newt hunt at the Tw- in Lak-e Coonhunters Club win
be on Sat•rrdav night. March Ifith We shall rive vnu all the
In forma enn very DOM We haVerlY admitted we're wrong
about Floyd narrow and Red Thee just yet We would really
be living if these two gentlemen, Me Arnett and Bill .would
join our regulars. for this hunt. It's pretty likely we -would
see aome more irootilee mew
are 'an- the latatifi
these and Mobiendres hounds. These hounds min
"pretty fair'-'• maoteia Woo.
Jerry Vance. thank You for attending the last hunt. Pleat*
join us again for the March 18122 hunt. and ilon't idJeW
that nut with the camera" to leave without a pletiwo-of
your hound.
We won't be completely haore7 until Mr. traweli Walker
attends at least one of these hunts. Figure we need him to
show these young whippersnappers how to really 'Coon hunt
That'll do it Just consider us-dead'
There are a few more Walker bees, we've been expecting
to make these hunts, can't remember their complete names
at the moment At least one of them owned two 4lack ar it
Tans the last time we heard about them
•
•
•
Sure would simikifv matters if you fellows would bravely
march up and growl -get a picture of my lanund-. After we
get the picture (should such a miracle happen) we Might
even get your name and get the hounds in our file.
We might all be surprised at the results .if we got as much
cooperation from the owners as we get from the hounds!
•
•
•
We didn't see John C Steele. Otbe Burton, Burman Ferguson, -Tejo- Raspberry and a number of others at the last
hunt.
•
•
•

•

•

Fins
'n
-Feathers

I

Clem Haskins Leads
Toppers To Win
Br United Press International
Clem The Gem Salifina returned
to action ilioadeir -AWE to lead
stxta-id Walvis Readiutik7 to
a 116-76 win over Austin Pray in
Ohio Valley Ciallfigage basketball
leaskint after miming eve games
wills•broken wrist, tamed in 16
points as the Hintoppers raced past
We bevies Governors
Maissoor. iteb snoring honors went
So Wayne Chapman and Dwight

TUD3DAY - FEBRUARY 28, 1967

Crimson Tide Upsets Vols
53-52; Vandy Falls 74-71

By United Press international
The Ala:trams Crizio•oi, Title played pant luller Monday night to hand
Tehne.wre_ a stunning upset, 53 te
52
The loss could have been fatal to
the Volunteers' hopes for the Southeastern Conference boirethilli 8181
except. for one thing: eillesisdaml
state handed Vendetta sa goodly
eiggia. Ithp1sklad
stow7
121)13ini
-1 t tem-41
the 0VC
stunning upset, 74 to 11.
sas overall
8o the dual loam
imam TenIn nem OVC action,
at Tenname usi monnead 16-76 be- nessee in fina place in the SIC.
hind
point retort of Ernie
In oilier SEC aMkes. Aulnunbele
tens. Ilie We immured Meta of at Kentucky ao to 6,
moolooloPt with"
haat a Ma ke astamt-Mee• in the stood a tate roar go- down 'Georgia
staderance and its beat renoni the 75-67.
Mt Illui Duca are now 17-•
eletiani Deppe of Louisville, Its.,
M Coakeville, Dave Pratt fired in
SO points to pace Tenneesee Tech led the Crimson Tide to its upset
to an 111-91 sin w•er Eastern Ron- of We eighet-ranited Voluntaira
away But testi scoring bettors for Deppe grabbed 11 rebounds as the
the genie went to Elliterrl'S Gar- Tennesseans were outrebounded for
field Smith. who poured in *Ponta the first time this season and col-

and

looted 18 points for his night% work.
lb Tkie tumid but aix men -in
Wade" the Vol. and We pane wont,
clown telft.s wire web Then Hendrix
miming cirocievtiad goal to hand
the TIdo lb* restery.
ManialPpi Moto gaged a seoond
halt midi to upset ibudestilk which
dropped We Cionnecitieres out of
impend pima and adosist idle forids to tato Mir Vat spot.
Dal.e Mama paned Mate with
-points.
At Oxford, Cie Miss 1e1 from dye
but had n"Tailliegind A tally
that put Georgia within a singM
point of the Rebels before the game
was finally decided. Dale Stevan
and Ken Turner paced the Ole Min
sconng with 18 points each.
The vit.ory by Auburn over Kenuse Its 12th out of 13 starts
on Ito home floor.

HOG MARKET
Federal Soma Market. News Service,
Tuesday, Pebruary 39, len Kentucky
Purchase-Ares Hog Market Report
Includes 7 Etuying Stallone..
Receipts 700 Head. Btu-rows and
Gilts 35e Higher; Sows 26r Higher.
U. S. 1-2 190-210 Its. 918.15-19.75,
U. S. 1-3 190-230 lbs. $i8.00-I900
U. S. 2-3 235-270 lbs. 917 00-18 60;
SOWS:
U. 8. 1-2 250-350 lbs 915 60-16 50;
U. 8. 1-3 350-450 lbs. 81450-15.50;
U. 8. 2-3 460-800 lbs. 913.50-14.60.
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Man
in the know
keeps you
on the go!
You can put confidence in your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil
Dealer. He cares. And he backs
this up with expert knowledge on
proper car care. He is thorough,
accurate, conscientious, reliable
—you can count on it.

•

•

Your Ashland Oil Dealer offers
you superior products, too—like
Valvoline Motor Oil and Ashland
Vitalized Gasoline.
So drive in and see your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. All
the "little extras" in his service
put "extra go" in your carl
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

Joe Pat Jones and 4th Place Trophy for High Points.

•

•

Garry Atkins (left) sad David Gay.

•

•••

